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Audiosurf is a music and rhythm-based videogame which was first released for the personal 
computer in February 2008 by an independent videogame developer. In Audiosurf, the player selects a 
music track from their hard-drive and is able to “ride” that track in a virtual rollercoaster while 
accumulating points for matching similarly-colored tiles that appear on the track. At its core, Audiosurf 
combines the main idea of Bejeweled's colored-tile matching-and-scoring system with the popularity 
and frenetic gameplay of music games like Dance Dance Revolution. Because the user chooses his or 
her own music track to load, Audiosurf becomes either a relaxing or a challenging experience, and the 
rollercoaster track's shading and color styles take on the tempo and frequency of the chosen piece of 
music. The graphical style of Audiosurf is most reminiscent of a cross between the Tron movies and a 
1970s neon disco. In order to achieve this look at a quick framerate, the designers of Audiosurf used 
tasteful amounts of bloom and a custom programmable shader, all of which were implemented via the 
Quest3D engine.

Audiosurf uses the Quest3D engine to render and shade its three-dimensional graphics and 
particle systems. This engine is advertised by its creators as a premier “visual method for software 
engineering graphical applications.” One of the hallmarks of this engine is the ability to assemble an 
entire graphics application by creating a tree-like data structure (see Picture 2 below). In the Quest3D 
development workflow, individual nodes of varying function are added one-by-one onto a tree structure 
that represents the graphics application; meanwhile, inheritance is maintained between parent and child 
nodes to confer properties and types. However, while the scene graph algorithm used in our computer 
graphics course is limited to graphical and transformational nodes, the Quest3D engine implements 
several types of control flow nodes which enable additional complexity within the finished application. 
Application designers can dynamically determine the contents of the screen by placing layers of logical 

Illustration 1: The main screen of Audiosurf. The player's green vehicle navigates a rollercoaster-like  
track while the player tries to match similarly-colored blocks for points.
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if-then-else nodes within their Quest3D programs. By defining this functionality, the Quest3D engine 
enables a straightforward way to implement any graphical application as a finite state machine. With 
this paradigm in mind, the application designer maps out his or her entire application with just the tools 
available in the engine. These engine tools include a combination of logical nodes and several types of 
presentation and graphical nodes in addition to the Lua scripting language for more complex logical 
and entity interactions. 

Shading in Quest3D is specified via HLSL – the High-Level Shading Language - which is the 
Microsoft Direct3D equivalent of GLSL (GL Shading Language). Both of these shading languages 
allow application developers to specify the programming of per-pixel shading, which allows much 
more precise pixel-based control of shading techniques. The Quest3D library accommodates HLSL as a 
specific drag-and-drop node type, thereby making it straightforward and efficient to interact directly 
with Direct3D for programmable shading techniques. Quest3D specifies that each HLSL file should 
contain both a vertex shader and a pixel shader, though it will only use a shader type if one has been 
defined. According to the Quest3D documentation, the engine will invoke default shading if a non-
functioning HLSL file causes an error or fails to work properly. 

Thanks to the Quest3D engine, Audiosurf is able to utilize several prominent graphical 
techniques in its presentation, including an interesting quantity of bloom and the effective use of 
particle systems to highlight events in the game. The Quest3D engine streamlines the application of 
both techniques within a graphical scene. Bloom is a post-processing graphical technique which aims 

Illustration 2: On the left, a sample Quest3D program; on the right, the resulting scene  
from this program.
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to simulate the appearance of a bright light by leaking the color and intensity of the light outside of its 
bounds in a blurry sort of haze. Bloom can clearly be seen in Illustration 1 along the interiors of the red 
blocks on the screen. In Quest3D, post-processing effects can be specified as an HLSL-based FX file, 
which the engine will apply after the three-dimensional transformations have occurred and the view 
image has been rasterized. Bloom is used to highlight the player character as well as the outlines of the 
rollercoaster track and the bricks in Audiosurf. Particle systems are also used widely within the game: 
Illustration 3 below shows an example of the yellowish stars and sparks which appear at the top of the 
screen whenever a certain amount of points is awarded. Quest3D allows for the creation of particle 
systems via the Emitter node type. The Emitter is programmed to release a certain type of two-
dimensional or three-dimensional object for a specified duration and lifetime; in Audiosurf, these 
objects are short-lived and serve only to announce an event and then disappear. The stylistic 
“explosion” of particles which occurs with each significant point gain spices up the game and makes it 
more exciting to experience.

Audiosurf has fared quite well as a unique genre-crossing block-matching music game. This 
success has much to do with the game's unique sense of style and its consistently smooth framerate. 
The Quest3D engine has evolved in parallel with games like Audiosurf to include more support for 
shading languages like HLSL and post-processing effects like bloom – both of which are used by 
Audiosurf for specific events in the game. Audiosurf's developers combined the ease of the Quest3D 
engine's graphical design method with highly-specific pixel-based programmable shaders and excellent 
gameplay to create a game that is both fun to play and fun to watch.

Illustration 3: Particle systems in use. Stars fly whenever a significant point  
value is awarded.
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